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Abstract. A variational principle that can serve as the basis for a magneto-elastic stability (or buckling) problem
is constructed. For the two cases of soft ferromagnetic media and superconductors, respectively, it is shown how
the variational principle directly yields an explicit expression for the buckling value. The formulation starts from
a specific choice for a magneto-elastic Lagrangian L (associated with the so-called Maxwell-Minkowski model for
magneto-elastic interactions). For the evaluation of the principle the first and second variations of L are calculated
both inside and outside the solid magneto-elastic body. Thus, a general buckling criterion, consisting of an
expression for the critical field value, together with a set of constraints for the field variables occurring in the
right-hand side of this expression, is constructed. Finally, more detailed formulations are given for, successively,
soft ferromagnetic bodies and superconductors. Applications to specific structures, yielding explicit numerical
values for the magneto-elastic buckling fields, will be given in a forthcoming paper.

1. Introduction

The last two decades have shown a great progress in the research on magneto-elastic stability
problems. Based on the pioneering work of F.C. Moon, several other authors have solved
problems in this area of research. For an excellent survey and a very extensive list of
references, we refer to the monograph of Moon [1]. Important parts of two IUTAM-
symposia in Paris 1983 [2] and in Tokyo 1986 [3] were devoted to related subjects. Mostly,
these problems are treated in a classical mechanical way, e.g. by means of establishing a beam
or a plate equation, in which the loading terms are of magnetic origin (for a general survey
of this method, cf. [4]). An alternative way was followed by Goudjo and Maugin [5] who
employed the principle of virtual power for the construction of a stability theory for soft
ferromagnetic plates.

In the present paper we shall introduce a variational principle on the basis of which a
magneto-elastic stability (or buckling) problem can be formulated in terms of an eigenvalue
problem. Explicit formulations for this eigenvalue problem will be given for the two, from
a practical point of view, most important cases, i.e. (1) soft ferromagnetic, and (2) supercon-
ducting media. For these two cases, we shall show how the variational principle directly
yields an explicit expression for the buckling value. The advantage of this method is that,
whenever it is possible to determine the solution for the intermediate and perturbed electro-
magnetic fields, it is just a matter of a simple substitution to obtain the buckling value.
However, in complex constructions, as occur in for example fusion reactors and high-field
magnetic devices, such exact solutions are not available, and then the variational principle
serves as a sound basis for a construction of approximation fields yielding an optimal
approximation for the buckling value.
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We start this paper by showing in general terms how a magneto-elastic buckling problem
can be related to an eigenvalue problem, and how this eigenvalue problem can be formulated
as a variational principle (see also [6]). For the formulation of this principle the first and
second variation of a so called Lagrangian L is needed. In Section 3 an expression for L is
given and the first and second variation of L are evaluated in terms of the perturbed fields
(which are perturbations with respect to some intermediate, or pre-buckled, state). In Section
4 we will show that this specific choice for L corresponds to the so called Maxwell-Minkowski
model for magneto-elastic interactions (cf. [7]). In Section 5 the general buckling criterion
is formulated and the main lines for the procedure to obtain a buckling value are described.
Finally, in Sections 6 and 7 more detailed formulations are given for soft ferromagnetic
structures and superconductors.

2. General eigenvalue problem

Every equilibrium state of a system of bodies, that is influenced by an external magnetic field
in vacuum, is governed by a set of equations and boundary conditions (cf. [1], [7]). Let us
denote this set schematically by

S,[B(x), M(x); T(x), x; B0] = 0, 1 < i < N. (2.1)

The symbols B, M, T, x and B0 refer to the magnetic induction, the magnetization, the stress
tensor, the position and the external magnetic field parameter (e.g. the field at infinity),
respectively. The symbols Si enclose various differential operators; some of these operators
act on the boundaries of the bodies.

In the theory of stability three equilibrium configurations of the bodies are distinguished,
namely the natural or unloaded state, given by (here x = X)

SO[O,O ;0, X;O] = 0, 1 < i N, (2.2)

the intermediate state, satisfying (x = )

Sj°[B°(), M° ({); T°(¢), ; B0 ] = 0, 1 < i < N, (2.3)

and the present or spatial state, that differs only slightly from the intermediate state, and is
characterized by (2.1) or (x = g + u({))

S,[(B + b)({), (M + m)(g); (T + t)(g), + u({); B0 ] = 0, 1 < i N. (2.4)

The perturbations b, m, t and u are supposed to be small. Subtraction of (2.3) from (2.4) and
neglect of terms of the second order in the perturbations yield a problem that is homo-
geneous with respect to the perturbations. In the sequel this homogeneous problem is
denoted by

s[b({), m(g); t(g), u(g); Bo] = 0, 1 i < N. (2.5)
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The symbols si refer to linear operators, which contain various differential operators, some
of them acting on the intermediate boundaries. For each value of the field parameter Bo there
exists the solution

si[O,O;0, ;B0 ] = 0, 1 < i < N,

but we are only interested in those values of Bo for which

(b, m; t, u) (0, 0; 0, 0), (2.6)

is a solution of (2.5). The problem posed by (2.5) and (2.6) is an eigenvalue problem; the
perturbations and the field Bo play the role of the eigenvector and the eigenvalue, respectively.
In the theory of stability the eigenvalues are called buckling values. Of course we are
especially interested in the lowest buckling value. The eigenvalue problem is linear with
respect to the perturbations, but depends on B0 in a non-linear way.

In many cases neglect of the intermediate deformations is justified; this simplification
makes it possible to identify the natural and the intermediate boundaries, thus the inter-
mediate configurations are no longer unknown. However, no simplification of the kind
makes the dependence on B of the eigenvalue problem less complicated. Generally it is
impossible to solve the buckling value directly from (2.5), (2.6).

The basic idea of a variational principle for magneto-elastic buckling is as follows: Assume
that some of the equations (or boundary conditions) (2.1), (2.3), say 1 < i < k, are satisfied
a priori,

S,[B(x), M(x); T(x), x; Bo] = 0, 1 < i < k < N,
(2.7)

S?[B0°(), M°(); T°(), ; B0] = 0, 1 i k < N,

and consider these equations as constraints for the variations of the functionals, the so called
Lagrangians,

L[B, M; T; BO] = L[B(x), M(x); T(x), x; B0]dV,

(2.8)
L°[B°, M°; T; B0] = O, L[B°(), M° ({); T°(¢), ; B0]dV0.

The integrands of the integrals in the right-hand sides of (2.8), the so called Lagrangian
densities, are connected with the sets of equations and boundary conditions (2.1) and (2.3)
and, need to be specified later on. Evaluation of S - S and L - L in terms of the
perturbations results in (compare with (2.5))

s,[b(), m(,); t(g), u(¢); B0] = 0, 1 < i < k,
(2.9)

L - L = 6L + J + O(E3),

in which denotes the order of magnitude of the perturbations and 6L and J are the first
and half the second variation of L with respect to the intermediate state. Note that 6L
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contains only terms of order E, whereas J contains only terms of order e2 . If B°, M ° and TO

are chosen in such a way that

6L = 0 A S[Bo°(), M° (g); To°(), ; B0] = 0, 1 < i < k (2.3), (2.10)

then it can be proved that

sJ = 0 A si[b(¢), m(g); t(¢), u(¢); B0] = 0, 1 < i < k (2.5). (2.11)

Here, J is the first variation of J which is defined as

6J(b, m; t, u lbl, m,; t, ul IBo)

= lim [J(b + Elb, m + elm; t + E t, u + elul; B) - J(b, m; t, u; Bo)].
8110 81

(2.12)

Hence, the eigenvalue problem (2.5), (2.6) is equivalent to

6J = O, (b, m; t, u) (0,; 0,O 0),
(2.13)

s,[b(¢), m(g); t(¢), u(¢); BO] = 0, 1 < i < k.

Here, it is assumed that the intermediate fields are already known.
From the fact that J is a homogeneous and quadratic functional with regard to the

perturbations one can' deduce the important property

6J = 0 = J = 0. (2.14)

The equivalence of the eigenvalue problem to (2.13) and the property (2.14) imply that any
reasonable approximation for the perturbations leads us to a good approximation for the
buckling value Bo (see also Section 5).

3. Statement and evaluation of the Lagrangian

In this section we shall postulate an explicit expression for the Lagrangian in terms of the
magnetic field in and outside the deformed body. As indicated in the preceding section these
fields are considered as perturbations with respect to some intermediate state. By an evaluation
of the Lagrangian with respect to the perturbations, an explicit representation for formula
(2.9)2 will be obtained.

We only consider static situations in which one single, simply connected body is influenced
by a uniform field Bo. The body is assumed to be magnetizable and non-conducting. For this
case, a specific expression for the Lagrangian density L is postulated (note that in a static
version - L is equal to the energy density). This choice is justified by the fact that a variation
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of the Lagrangian, under the proper constraints, yields a set of equations and boundary
conditions, known in literature as the Maxwell-Minkowski model (cf. [7]). Our choice of L
is based upon the form of the electromagnetic energy density for the Maxwell-Minkowski
model as given in [7], page 55, i.e. (for E = 0)

½/t0 (H, H)

We note that other forms for the energy density are possible and admissible. For instance,
the choice of (see [7], page 72)

1 (B, B)2o

would result in the so called Amperean-Current model as is used most frequently by e.g.
F. Moon [1]. Hutter and van de Ven showed in [7] that these models are completely
equivalent.

The present configuration of the body, its boundary and the vacuum are denoted by G-,
aG and G + , respectively. Then, the Lagrangian density is chosen as (an upper index + stands
for a value outside the body and - for a value inside the body)

L + = -½o(H+,H+ ) + 2-Bo2, L- = -o(H-,H-) + -Bo 2 - U, (3.1)

accompanied by the constraints

B+ = curlA + , M+ = 0, x G+;

A+ = A-, x aG;

au T (3.2)
B- = curl A-, T = Q FTe, JF = , XEG-;

B+ - Bo, Ixl- oo;

where and Qo are the mass densities in the present and the natural state, respectively, and
H, F and JF are the magnetic field, the deformation gradient and the Jacobian defined by
successively

1 1 ax
H+ = B +, H- = -B- -M- F = a JF = detF, (3.3)

where pg is the magnetic permeability in vacuum. Furthermore, the function U = U(F, M)
is the internal energy density. Finally A = A (x) is some vector potential introduced in order
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to assure that B satisfies

divB = O, x eG+;
(3.4)

(B+ , n) = (B-, n), x G,

where n is the unit normal on G.

NOTE: Requirements of objectivity imply that U can only be a function of tensorial variables
which are invariable with respect to observer transformations. This condition can be
satisfied by taking

U = U(E, A), (3.5)

where E is the Lagrangian deformation tensor and A is the invariable magnetization given
by

E = (F TF--I),A = FT M, (3.6)

respectively. For the moment however, there is no need for this somewhat more complex
formulation, but we shall return to this later on.

General evaluation procedure

For the derivation of expressions for 6L and J = 2 L/2 an expansion of L - L in terms
of e up to and including terms of order e2 is needed. For this purpose, a more precise
definition of the perturbations is required, as will be given below.

The relation between the Euler coordinates x and of the perturbed (or present) and
intermediate state, respectively, and the displacement u is

x = 5 + u(). (3.7)

Inside the body we prefer a formulation in terms of the coordinate 5 and, therefore, we
define

B-(x) = B-(C) = B -(~ )+ b-(), e GO- , (3.8)

with analogous definitions for h-(r), m-(), a-() and t(,). In the vacuum, material
coordinates are meaningless and, so, we are bounded to a formulation of the vacuum
perturbations in terms of the local coordinate x and therefore, we define

B+(x) = B°+(x) + b+(x), x E G+ , (3.9)

with analogous definitions for h+ (x), m+ (x) and a+ (x). The use of different coordinates in
G- and G+ will give rise to some extra terms in the linearized boundary conditions as we
shall see later on (e.g. (3.15), see also [8], (3.13), (3.14)).
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The order of magnitude of the perturbations, , is expressed by

= aula/ I < 1, (3.10)

and it is supposed that

Ib = O(8IB°I), h = O(IlH°l),etc. (3.11)

In the sequel most of the relations will be written in the usual tensor notation, and 6bi and
eik will be the Kronecker delta and the alternating tensor, respectively. Moreover, differen-
tiation with respect to a coordinate is denoted by a (lower case) letter preceded by a comma,
but we have to distinguish between differentiation in G- and G+ . This means that one has
to read i as

i = a/ai, gE G °-, i =1, 2, 3,

i = 0/axi, x G, i = 1, 2, 3. (3.12)

In order to obtain the linearized constraints (2.9)', a linearization of the equations and
boundary conditions (3.2) is required. Since this linearization is straightforward we give at
once the results:

b+= ekaj, m = 0, xE G+;

= ejk(ak - Akl u,j), e = 0(1 - Uk,k),

te = -- Tukk + Tkujk + Q0(CIlUkj, + Cikmk ) E G-; (3.13)

a+ - a- = -Aju, E aG°;

b -0 , II - 00,

in which the material coefficients Cjk, and cj are defined by

_.1 0 [ = 10
ijk, L Fj m l l, k - F aM Fi (3.14)

We note that in the derivation of the linearized boundary condition (3.13)6 the following
result is used (we at once give a second-order expression because this is needed in the sequel):

Let x E aG and g E aGo be material points of the boundary, then

A +(x) - A?(x) = (A °+ + a +)(x) - (A° - + a)(g)

= (A°+ + a+)(g + u) - (A - + a)(g)

= [A°+() - AP°-(c)] + [a+({) - a (¢) + A°I+(¢)uj({)

+ a+juj + I AO+jkUUk] + O(3 ), E aG.ij 2QkkJT \"/
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Besides the linear constraints (3.13) we need, for an explicit formulation of our variational
principle, an expression for the second-order functional J, as introduced in (2.9)2. The
derivation of the expression for J requires the second-order approximations of B+ and H+

as can be derived from (3.2)'4 and (3.3)1'2 , respectively. Using

aX = X 04 = [bi -A ] ai = [6ij - Uj,i + Uj,kUk,i + O(3)] j, e G-,

(3.16)

and

- = 1 - Uk,k + (Uk,kUl + Uk,Ulk) + O( 3), e GO- , (3.17)
Qo

we obtain

= eijk a j , xE G+;

b- = [eijk(a - A, ul,j)] + [eijk(A° u,, - a)U],

poh? = [bi - OQ(mi - ukkMi°)] (3.18)

+ [IOQe(UkkmI; - (Uk.kUu, + UklUIk)Mi-)], ¢ e Go- .

By substitution of

Ak,/ = Aok - ekBm, (3.19)

which is equivalent to (3.2) ' 4, into (3.18)2, an alternative expression for b- is obtained, which
is more convenient for our later elaborations. The result is

b- = [eijk(a, - AI- u),) + uijB- - UkokB -]

+ [ejk(AOum,, - a,)u,j] + O(e3), e GO - . (3.20)

Substitution of (3.20) into (3.18)3 yields

uohi = [ek(a - A°u,),/ + uijBj - - Uk,kPoHi' - eQm-]

+ [eijk(A°mum, - a,))uj + Poe (UkkmI

-#O½(Uk,kU,i + k,Ul,k)MiO-)] O(E ), e GO- . (3.21)

The relations (3.18)', (3.20) and (3.21) will now be used for the determination of J. This will
be done in two steps and we start with the material part.
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Evaluation of the material Lagrangian L-

By virtue of the mass balance there exists a relation between the material volume elements
dV and dV° in the perturbed and intermediate state, respectively, which enables us to
transform L- into an integral with domain G°- . With L- according to (3.1)2 we then find

L- - = L- dV L- dV = o( L- - L - )dV°

= fo -e°(U - U°) 2- -uo((H, H) - (H O, H))
- I e2

1) 2 o(H, )) + 2 - ) 2 Bo] dV°.

Since the present part only concerns fields inside the body, there is no difficulty in a
temporary omission of the upper index-. Using the reciprocal relation of (3.17) for the mass
density and (3.21), we obtain

-e 2- o [(, H) -(H, H)] -e
e 2 ( L

1 ° l = 2+01
- 1 o (H, ) = -- p[2(H, h) + (h, h)]

-( - 1) 2 N (H°, H ° ) = [-ejk, (ak - Aku,)'jHi° - Tuj + OQm,HiJ]

+ [-½p0 hihi - UkkpOhiHi - 4 0 (UkkU,. - Uk,Uk)i Hi - eiik(A0kmUm, - ak,)ul,jIi

- oQ Ouk,kmiHi + oQe02(Uk,kU,, + Uk,U,k)Mi-Hi ] + O(3), · G - , (3.23)

in which T is the so called Maxwell stress tensor defined by

T,. = H,B - poHkHk ,. (3.24)

A Taylor expansion of eQ(U - U) in terms of derivatives with respect to the intermediate
state yields

00(U - 0 ) = Q (u )(Fi-F 0o) + (m ) miE Q 0F i. aM a mi

+ 1f [(Fa2u 0 1,.)(5 - 5,) + 2 ,aaMj ( i - )

(3.22)
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or

e0(U- U°) = uiJ + Q(,OMI mi]

+ 2e0 [cikuijkul, + 2c'k luikm + cmim] + O(e3), E G-, (3.25)

where Tj is the intermediate stress tensor (cf. (3.2)), CykI and ck are the material coefficients
as defined by (3.14) and

Co (,M O 2 (3.26)

Substitution of (3.25), (3.23) and (3.17) into (3.22) results in a formulation of (L- - L° -)
in terms of the independent perturbations a-, m- and u. Decomposing this result into a term
6L- that only contains terms of order e and a term J- of order e2, we obtain

L- -L ° - = 6L- + J- + O( 3 ), (3.27.1)

where

6L- = I0 [-eik(ak - Aku)H .,I I - (t~ + Tj )uj

Qmi~ oH -( ) 0) + Boukk] dVO (3.27.2)( ( 'Po dV

and

= Go- [ 2Qe(cikIu,kujI + 2 + cmm) - u/1hhm

- Uk,kP(hi + m )Hi - 4o0(Uk,kUI - Uk,,U, k)Hi/ Hi

+ oeO Mi, I (Uk,kul,I + Uk,lUlk) + eijk(ak,l - AmUm,)UjHi

+ 4 Bo(UlUk - UkIUI),k] dV. (3.27.3)

By means of Gauss's divergence theorem an alternative formula for L- can be deduced, in
which derivatives of the perturbations a, m and u are absent, namely

6L- = O [-eijkkja + [(Tj + Tm) j + A jejkHk]ui

+ (loH -(M)) QOmi] dV° + GO [eilkI 5OYai

+L ii+ -( T jO + T,°)N ° jejkHN + Bo2NI] uj dV, (3.28)

where No is the unit normal on G°.
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As the second step in the procedure for the determination of J, we proceed with the
vacuum part L+ of the Lagrangian.

Evaluation of the vacuum Lagrangian L+

In terms of the Lagrangian densities L+ and L°+ the variation (L + - L° + ) is defined by

L+ - L° + = f+ L+ (x) dV - fo+ L°+ (x) dV°, (3.29)

i.e as integrals over infinite domains G+ and G° + , respectively. The behaviour of the
magnetic induction B+ at infinity according to (3.2) 7, however, guarantees the existence of
L+ and L° + (that is to say the above integral expressions for L+ and L° + are convergent).

Firstly, we shall transform the integral for L+ into one over the intermediate configuration
G° +. To this end, we introduce two auxiliary vector functions W(x) and W°(x) by

L+ (x) = divW(x), x EG+,
(3.30)

L°+ (x) = divW°(x), x GO +.

The existence of such functions is ensured but they are not determined by (3.30) at all (if
W(x) satisfies (3.30) then W(x) + curl V(x) also satisfies (3.30)). But, as the auxiliary func-
tions will not occur in the final formula for (L + - L°+), this indeterminacy is totally
irrelevant. Using (3.30) and Gauss's divergence theorem we derive straightforwardly

L+ - L°+ = I+ div W(x) dV - O+ div W°(x) dV°

=- G (W(x), n) dS + Ja0G (W°(r), N° ) dS° , (3.31)

in which dS and dS ° denote the surface elements on OG and OG°, respectively. The connection
between the directed surface elements is (cf. [9], Eq. (21), page 61)

n dS = det N dS° I- dS° (3.32)

in which I is the unity tensor. This relation is used in (3.31) to transform the integral over
OG into an integral over OG°, resulting in

L+ -L+= ( -WO I-- W(¢ + u), NO) dS° . (3.33)

With

W(x) = W(x) + w(x), Iwl = O(EIW°(),
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the integrand of the integral in the right hand side of (3.33) can be evaluated in terms of E
yielding

{Wi0 - [1 + Uk,k + (UkkUll, - UkiUlk)] [ - Uij + Ui,kUk,j]

* [Wj + Wjkuk + 2 WjkIUkUI +wj + WjkUkI}N + 0(83 ) = {[Ui - W uO. ]-

-Wi + [UijWj - Wij- UjWi] + 21[Uij(j Uk - Uj kOk) - (Wik Uk - Uik k)j

+(4ku k -k - Uik Jk)Ui - uIi(1i Uk- Ui,k kJ)l] + -[(Uk,kUi- Ui,kUk),j4jO

- Wij(Uk,kUj - U,kUk) - (Uk,kUj - UjkUk),j Wi
0 l - WjjkUkUi}Ni + O(E3 ), (3.35)

after some rearrangement of terms.
For the further procedure we need the following Lemma, which is a special case of Stokes'

theorem.

LEMMA . If f(¢) and g(,) possess continuous derivatives in the neighbourhood of OG° then

f,,G [f,jg - gi,,fj + figj, - g] N i° dS = 0.

Noticing that the integrand can be written as (curl(f x g), N°) and taking Stokes' theorem
for granted we have a trivial proof of this Lemma.

Substitution of (3.35) into (3.33) and use of the Lemma leads to

L+ - L = - ao Wi Ni dS ° - LGO WjJu1N dS°

- fGo [WjJ Ui + WjIijkUiUk + 2 Wj4(Uk, kUi - U,kUk)]Ni dSO. (3.36)

After a transformation of the first integral in (3.36) into a volume integral by means of
Gauss' theorem, we eliminate W° and w from (3.36) with the aid of the definitions (3.30).
Thus, we arrive at

L+ - L+ = {G+ (L + - L) dV - GO L° + uN dSO} (3.37)

0{O [(L+ - L°+)ui + I L,+ u + L°+ (ujjui-uj)]NA d°

(3.38.1)

With L+ according to (3.1) and with (3.18)' we have

Lo+ -1 yHi+H+ + 2- Bo, (3.38.1)L°+ = -- i ½t°-+-ff+ 2--~B 2
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and

L+ - L+ = - 1(Hj+ + h+)(HiJ+ + h+ ) - /Hi+Hi +

-Hi+eikak b+b +. (3.38.2)

Substitution of (3.38)' and (3.38)2 into (3.37) yields

L+ - L° + = - O+ ejk i+ak+ dV° + l o f k+/ k+ui dS°

+ Jao [e1jktj+atui + ½t°H+V Hk, ujui + °mHk +(Ujjui - uijuj)]Nl dS°

- 2 .fG bt+b- dV 2- B2 aGo [u, + (ujju, - uju)] ? dS° .

(3.39)

Consider the first integral of (3.39), i.e.

- f,+ ekHi + ak, dV = fO+ eijkHk,+ a dV + of eijkHi+ ak Nj dS

= JG+ eijkH,+aj+ dV° + jlGO e IkH+[af - A4°u - aju, -2 AnuimINj dS°, (*)

where in the second integral a+ is eliminated in favour of a- by means of (3.15). By use of
the relation (compare (3.19))

A"+ = AS° + - OeijkH/k+ (3.40)

and the definition (see also (3.24))

T M + = uo(HHi+ + - H+ H+ ij) (3.41)

one can derive

eijkHk AO, u, = eilkHk+Au - T +uj + ½ l 0 HUk+Hjk+u i. (**)

Substituting (*) and (**) into (3.39) and assembling terms of order and those of order e2,
we ultimately arrive at the following formula for (L+ - L° + ) in terms of the independent
variables a (or b) and u (here 6L+ contains only terms of order e and J+ only those of order
e2 in analogy with (3.27) and (3.28))

L+ - LO+ = 6L + + J+ + 0(e 3),
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where

L+ =fco+ eijk Hk,i+ aj+ dV

+ fao [eIi- a + a] + 2-Al+ -i - 9g+ 2 B1oUij Ni9 dS° (3.42.2)

and

J 2p fGo+ b+b dV + JGOC [Hk(ejkui - ekul)aj, + OHkhkjUiU

-eijmHmA UkU + 4 ( o - Bo) (uu - uijuj)] N dS .

(3.42.3)

The rigorous analytical elaborations presented here enable us to state the final explicit
version of the evaluation (2.9)2. Adding the formulas (3.27), (3.28) and (3.42) we conclude
that

L - L = 6L + J + O(83), (3.43.1)

in which the first variation 6L of L with respect to the intermediate state is given by

CL = L- + L +
= -eijkHk.jai + #OHi M J

+[(Ty + i ), + AaejkIHok]uL} dV + {eijk(Hk+ - Hk )ai N

+[Tjm+ - (T,°- + ij)]uiNj + eki(Hlk+AjI, - Hk-Aj°, )ujN?} dS °

.Gco+ eijk Hk,+a+ dV° , (3.43.2)

whereas the second variation J = 62 L of L reads

J = J + J+ = Jco- {-eQ [CktUikUj, t + 22k Uikmj + O mim]

+eijk(ak,l - Ak,mUl,i)HiuI,j - (Bi°Hio - 2'PoHiHi)(Uk,kUt, - Uk,IU,k) -Pohihi

-HiObUk,kj- dVO GO {H(eIkUi -d°kul)a + o {H(e i - eu)au - 2ei H
0

mAj kuku

+ I¼oHkHk°(ujui - ujuj)}+ N dS° - -f ao+ b t+b+ dVO. (3.43.3)
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It should be noted that the terms in L- and L + containing Bo2 cancel each other. Hence, the
term Bo2/2po in L+ is totally irrelevant to the value of 6L or J and was merely added to the
Lagrangian density to make the integral L + converge.

The formulas (3.43) form the basis for the next sections in which our variational principle
is further developed.

4. Consequences of the variations of L and J

Now that we have the disposal of explicit expressions for L and J we shall show that
variation of L and of J results in sets of equations corresponding to the Maxwell-Minkowski
model for magneto-elastic interactions. Thus, we have proved that the variational principle
described in Section 2 (i.e. (2.10), (2.11)) with the Lagrangian according to Section 3 is
equivalent with this model. For the further procedures it is convenient to make some
rearrangements in the constraints and the variables. Fror now one we shall consider A°, M°,
F° and a, m, u as basic variables and B°, H°, e0, T0 , TMO and b, h and t as auxiliary variables.
We then consider (3.2) '456, (3.3) 1'2 and (3.24) as definitions, rather than as constraints, for
B°O, T, Q°, H°+ and TM"', and in the same sense we consider (3.13)' 35 and (3.18) (from the
latter only the linearized version) as definitions for b+ , t and h. Thus, the only relevant
constraints are (see (3.2) and (3.13))

for the intermediate state

A°+ = A ° - , e aG°; (4.1)

eijkA + -* Boi, Ixl - oo,

for the perturbed state

a+ = ai - Aj+u, e EG; (4.2)

eikai - O, xl - oo.

We proceed with a more detailed discussion of the procedure described in Section 2. The
requirement 6L = 0 applied to (3.43)2 yields

eijkHk, = O, oHi = T + T °- = 0, e G ° -;

ejk(Hk + - k-)N = 0, TijNj° = (TM°+ - T M°-)N°, GO; (4.3)

eijkHk, = 0, x G+ .

NOTE: In the derivation of the boundary condition (4.3)5 it is used that (elkiHkA°Ni) is
continuous across aG°; this is because A (and, hence, also its tangential derivative) and
(N x H° ) are continuous across G °.
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Supplementing (4.3) by the constraints (4.1) and the definitions (3.2) '4 ,5 ,6, (3.3)1,2 and (3.24),
we obtain a set of equations and boundary conditions known as the Maxwell-Minkowski
model, here referring to the intermediate state.

The calculation of 6J, the variation of the functional J with respect to the independent
perturbations a, m and u is similar to the derivation of the expression for J, (3.43)3.
Therefore, we only state the result:

J = fc- {eijk(hk - Hk,lUl),tai + Ph - (ikUk + cm)lm

+ [(tij + t )j - (Tij + T ),kUkj + Aijejkil(h, - Hl mUm),k]Ui}- dV°

+ jao0 {-eijk[(hk - h )Nj- uN?(Hk+ - Hk-) + Hku,Nj°]5a

+ [(t+ tM - tij)nj + Uk,k(Tij - Tj )j

-U ,k(Ti+k - O- Tik) + Aj ejkl((hl - h-)N k

- Um,k(Hi + - H-)N + Hkl°+umNk)16uj} dS ° - fG0+ eijkhk+ba+ dV. (4.4)

Here, tM is the linearization of TM (since we do not need this later on, we refrain from giving
an explicit expression for tM). From (4.4) we conclude that the requirement 6J = 0 yields
the following system of equations and boundary conditions

eijk(hk - IHkUl)j = O, #oh = CjoUik u+ Ci mj,

(ti + t-), J - (T + Ti - ),kU k
,
j = O, e G - ;

[t/ + UkkTi ° - UjkTk +]N = [tij + tij + Uk,k(ij + T-) - Ujk(Tk + T,0- )]i,

eijk[(h+ - h) Nj - u ,jN(Hk+ - Hk-) + HkJ+uNj° ] = 0, E 6G°; (4.5)

eijkh.j = O, x G° +.

NOTE: On account of the boundary condition (4.5)5, which arises from the variation with
respect to a, the last term in the coefficient of 6ui in (4.4) vanishes.

Together with the constraints (4.2) and the definitions (3.13)', '3 5 and (3.18), the set (4.5)
amounts to the linearized Maxwell-Minkowski model (cf. [7], section 5.3).

At this stage we have proved the validity of the theory presented in Section 2, that is, we
have shown the equivalence between the variational principle (2.10)-(2.11) with L according
to (3.1), and the Maxwell-Minkowski model.
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5. General buckling criterion

In magneto-elastic stability theory it has been the usual procedure to start from a linearized
set of equations for the perturbations, such as e.g. (4.2), (4.5), and to look for a value
of the basic field parameter Bo for which this set has a non-trivial solution. Since an exact
3-dimensional solution for this set is mostly very difficult, one starts looking for adequate
approximate solutions. This is usually done in the following way (consult e.g. [1], [8], [10];
see also [6]) which is of special application to slender bodies:

For a slender body the 3-dimensional displacement u is approximated by a 1- or 2-dimensional
characteristic displacement parameter w (e.g. a deflection of a central line or plane of the
slender body); this w is chosen in such a way that it satisfies the global equilibrium
equations (i.e. integrated versions of (4.5)3 together with (4.5)5); h+ and m- are solved
from the remaining equations, i.e. (4.5)' 2'4 6, in which u is replaced by its approximation
w; finally, the buckling value is then found as the first eigenvalue for Bo for which this
solution is unequal to the zero-solution.

However, as the "solution" obtained by the procedure described above is not an exact
solution of (4.5), but only a reasonable approximation, the calculated value for B0 is also an
approximation.

Let us introduce a scalar ? (0 < r/ 1) as a measure for the approximation error in the
perturbations; then it is evident that, due to the linear character of the perturbed equations,
the error in the eigenvalue for Bo is also of the first order in 11. In this respect, the use of our
variational principle clearly has an advantage over the method described above. For, in our
procedure the error in B0 is of the second order in qr. This can be explained best by first
describing the main lines of our method. These lines are successively

i) choose a class of trial functions {a, m, u; B0} satisfying the constraints (4.2);
ii) determine the best member out of this class by setting 6aJ = mJ = uJ = 0;

iii) calculate the buckling value for B0 from the equation J = 0 (see (2.14)).

Due to the stationary behaviour of the quadratic functional J the deviation between the exact
buckling value and the approximated one calculated in (iii) is of the order of the square of
the deviation between the exact and the approximated perturbations.

The choice of a class of trial functions (point (i)) is usually based on a choice of a
displacement field. In practice, buckling theory always applies to slender bodies, such as beams
or rods, plates and rings. For slender bodies the displacement in buckling can be charac-
terized by one or two global displacement parameters. Examples of such global displacement
parameters are the deflection of the central line of a beam or the normal displacement of the
central plane of a thin plate. Here, we always shall approximate the 3-dimensional displace-
ment field u by the global displacement parameter pertinent to the type of slender body under
consideration. Of course, this global displacement has to satisfy the support conditions of
the body. As soon as this choice is made, the constraint (4.2)' for a can be made explicit.

Clearly, it is assumed that the intermediate fields are known (note that these are also
needed in the formulation for J, (3.43)3). In principle these fields can be determined from
(4.1) and (4.3), but if this is too complicated we have also the disposal of a variational
principle for the {-state (see (3.43)2). Thus, approximated intermediate fields can be calculated
from the variation SL = 0, if necessary.
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In many practical problems, however, the deformations in the g-state have only a negligible
influence on the buckling value. In these cases, the intermediate state may be replaced by the
so called rigid-body state. As long as the shape of the body is not too complicated, the
determination of these rigid-body fields is rather simple (at least in comparison with the
calculation of the perturbations).

In the next two sections more explicit applications of our variational principle will be given
for a) soft ferromagnetic structures, b) superconductors.

6. Soft ferromagnetic structures

A soft ferromagnetic medium is characterized by a linear relationship between the mag-
netization and the magnetic field. In this section we shall consider soft ferromagnetic media,
which, moreover, are isotropic, homogeneous and linearly elastic. Keeping in mind the note
at the beginning of Section 3, which states that the internal energy density U must be a
function of E and A (see (3.5)), we assume U of the form

U 2( v) { -2v (tr E)2 + tr (E2)} + o (A A) (6.1)

where E is Young's modulus, v is Poisson's ratio and X represents the ferromagnetic
susceptibility. The first term in (6.1) is the elastic bending energy and the second term the
ferromagnetic energy; magnetostrictive energy is not included in this expression.

In the sequel we suppose that the ferromagnetic susceptibility X is so large, that X- is
negligible with respect to unity. As a consequence, all terms containing a factor X-' will be
neglected, which in essence implies that the ferromagnetic term in (6.1) vanishes. The direct
consequences of this are that

H°- = h- = 0 (6.2)

and that (see (3.14) and (3.26))

cik0 = 0, cj = 0. (6.3)

Under these restrictions the system for the intermediate state and the explicit expression for
J reduce considerably. From the intermediate state variables only B°+ and, eventually, Toare
relevant for the rest of this section. Use of (6.1), (6.2) in (4.1), (4.3) and (3.2) yields

B° + = ejkA or = e0, kA° or i dS = 0)

eijkBk + = 0, x G°+;

T ° = 0, = 1 i E° , + E.] FjpO, G° -; (6.4)

1
eijkBo+N = 0, j TN "i ,, - B G O;

B+ - Boi, Ixl -oo.
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Substitution of (6.1H6.3) into (3.43)3 and elimination of H° + = B°+/po and A°+ in favour
of B°+ (by use of (6.4)') and of a+ in favour of b+ (by means of the relation bt = eijkak),

results in the following simplified expression for J,

I [ 4 V0 2(1 + v) (- 2v B§,B'0 + BB + B4B) UiiUk] dV

+-i 0 [BbkuU + '(Bkijuj) jNj dS- btb dVo,1 Ou,,u 1 dS°
+-GIo [Bbkui + (BkB 2u)ai - 2, Jc0 bGb dV° ,

(6.5)

where Bi is the left Cauchy-Green tensor, i.e.

Bg. = FjF1. (6.6)

The intermediate fields are to be calculated from (6.4); the only relevant constraints for the
perturbations b+ and u are

b+ ejka+, x e G, or b+ = b 0, dS

b+ O, Ixl - co, (6.7)

possibly supplemented by some kinematical boundary conditions for u if the body is
supported.

Assuming for a moment that the intermediate fields are known, we have to choose the
perturbations b+ and u from some admissible class (satisfying the constraints) and to
determine the optimal b+ and u in this class by variation of J. It is not surprising that, if we
choose the perturbations from the complete class of admissible fields, our variation principle
will yield an optimal b+ -field that is conservative, i.e. a field that satisfies

eijkbk+ = 0, x e GO +. (6.8)

For every conservative field b+ there exists a continuous potential 4 = *(x), such that

b+ = ¢, xe G + . (6.9)

Motivated by this result, we now choose the perturbation b+ such that it can be expressed
in a scalar field (x) in the way as in (6.9). In order that this is consistent with (6.7)', ¢ has
to satisfy the constraints

At/ = ,ii = 0, x GO+;

o f- , Ixl co; (6.10)

EG dS0 0.
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Note that is not determined by (6.10), because the value of ¢ on the boundary has not yet
been specified.

The use of(6.9) enables us to transform the integral over GO+ in (6.5) into a surface integral
over aG by means of Gauss' theorem. With the use of (6.4)2' 5 we, thus, can write (6.5) in the
form

1 -2J o [i,kk U +O0 2(1 + v) 1 - 2v B + ) Uk]dV

0+ Uk) A U° KUk) UBkkB\DSi2 aGO [(ql k + k Uk) + ·u ( + Bk Bk+kBjUii

+ +B (j - ijuj )No] dS. (6.11)

Variation of J with respect to ¢ under the constraints (6.10) results in

0 = Ie = 2 ao - fr5¢ + (' + Bk°+Uk) B + Bkr+Uk 5oi] dS°

Po 3GO (N' + B Uk) ) dS°, (6.12)

where we have used Green's second identity in the form

G [ ao aN-* E a y dS° = 0, (6.13)

in correspondence with (6.10). Relation (6.12) together with (6.10)3 implies that

q + Bk+uk = 0o, E aG, (6.14)

where 00 is a unique constant. Hence, we conclude that after a (for the moment arbitrary)
choice of the field u, that perturbation b+ that approximates the exact b+ best is solved from
(6.10), (6.14). This result is rather important because in many problems, especially for
slender bodies, our knowledge about the form of the displacements is more extensive than
that about the perturbed magnetic field. This means that it is easier to make a reasonable
choice for u than for b+ .

In this concept, however, it is necessary to derive from (6.10) and (6.14) by given u an exact
solution for . As long as the shape of the body is not too complicated this can be done
(as we shall show in a forthcoming paper), but otherwise a different way must be followed.
In the latter case we choose a set of trial functions for out of a class restricted by (6.10)
and we determine the optimal Vq by J = 0. Before we can state an ultimate expression for
the buckling value, we have one more step to go.
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In practice, buckling problems always apply to slender bodies. The buckling problem for
a slender body often admits the neglect of the intermediate deformations. In that case we
may identify the intermediate state by the undeformed or natural state of the body. Hence

-¢ X and

G° = Go, G° = aG0, N = N, B = 6,, (6.15)

by which (6.9) reduces to

J - I T kU [ ki, kuij + 1 (I v ekk el + eklek) dV °

i+ 2 GO [(q + sBkUk) a+ Biu (¢ + Bkuk)- BkUkBjuji,

+ 1BkBk(Ujji - uiju)NidS, (6.16)

where

eii = -(uij + uji). (6.17)

Here B (=B ° + ) and T (= T °) are the rigid-body fields which satisfy

divB = 0, curlB = 0, xGo+, XeGo; B x N = 0, XEG o;

(6.18)
JGO (B, N) dS = 0; B -* Bo, Ixl oo

and

Ti°j = O, X Go-; TN j .= (B,B)Ni, XEaG0 . (6.19)

From (6.18) and (6.19) it is evident that the following normalized field quantities (B = B0I)

B := B/B, := poT/BB2, (6.20)

are independent of Bo and the same is true for (see (6.10), (6.14))

¢ '= 0/B0. (6.21)

After having chosen the displacement field u and the determination of the associated -field
(either exactly or by variation), we proceed with the calculation of J according to (6.16).
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Then, finally, the buckling value is determined by putting J = 0, yielding (with the use of
(6.20), (6.21) and omitting the hats)

B2o 0 , ( ' + Bkuk) + B,u1 E (4 + Bkuk) -Bkujuy,u iN

+ BkBk(ujui - uiju)N dSo - Tjkikui,j dVo }
+ ' 2 e-ekkell + eklek] dV0 . (6.22)

In this result, the pre-stresses T still occur. In some cases, e.g. for straight beams, the
pre-stresses can be neglected, but a general statement for this is not possible at this stage.

7. Superconductors

The theory of the preceding deals specifically with the case in which a magnetizable body is
influenced by an external uniform magnetic field B0. However, as we shall show in this
section, our general variational principle can be equally well applied to superconductors with
a prescribed total electric current I. In that case the buckling value is the value of I0,
corresponding with the lowest eigenvalue of the general eigenvalue problem of Section 2;
here Bo is replaced by I. Since the analysis runs essentially along the same lines, it suffices
to point out the main differences and to give only the results.

We consider a superconducting body as a non-magnetizable body, for which the current
density J (per unit of area) is concentrated on the surface of the body, and for which the
magnetic field B- inside the body vanishes. The current density J is related to the boundary
value of the vacuum field B+ by

ju0J = n x B, x G. (7.1)

For reasons of simplicity we only consider one single, simply connected superconductor in
a static situation. Bearing in mind that , 0

H + = B +, B- = B = O we introduce, in analogy
with (3.1) and (3.2), the Lagrangian densities and the constraints as

L+ - (B+ , B+), L- = -eU, (7.2)
2p,

accompanied by the constraints

B + = curlA +, x G + ;

dU
B- = 0, T = Q-FT, QJF = Qo, x G-;

(ndF curl A+ ) = O. (or A+ =constant),x(7.3)

(n, curl A+ ) = 0, (or A + = constant), x aG;

B+ -i 0LP0C(X), XI - 0
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where the vector potential A = A(x) assures that B+ satisfies (compare with (3.4))

divB+ = 0, xeG+;
(7.4)

(B+ , n) = 0, x G;

and c(x) is an explicit field, indepenent of the total current IO, that needs to be specified for
the particular case in question. In all cases c(x) tends to zero at infinity. For a straight,
infinitely long conductor,

1
Ic(x)l = 21l (7.5)

The linearization of the constraints (7.3) is straightforward and the result is

= eijkakj, x e G;

bi = 0, tij = -ijUk,k + TkUik + OCikjlUk,, e = 0 (1 - Uk,k), ~ E G-;

(7.6)
a+ = -Ajuj, E aG°;

bi+ - O, xl - co,

with the material coefficients cu,k as given in (3.14).
The derivations of 6L and J are analogous to those in Section 3. We merely have to apply

to (3.43)2 '3 the substitutions

IoH+s = Bi?, joTj+ = B°,+Bj °+ - B +B+6j, (7.7)

and to put equal to zero the fields

Bo, A°- , a-, H° - , h-, M° - , m-, TM - ,

and the material coefficients

um, O 0.

Thus, we deduce

6L = O Tj'jui dV°- {G0 (7Aj + -BJ+Bj9+N°) ui dSO SGO efikBjat dVO,
where we have also used that the tangential derivative of A°+ along is zero, or(7.8)

where we have also used that the tangential derivative of A++ along aGO is zero, or

ejkAiOk N, = 0, e aGO ,
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while J becomes

J -2 fo- Q0CijkUikUji, dV° - 2 lo+ b+bt+ dV °

+ - I2po fGO++ u c2 k k~ j i - 2 ijm m AjklUkUl

+ Bk°+ (eijku, - ejkui)(Aj°m u,), + Bk°+ Bk°+ (UjjUi - ujuj)]N° dS°, (7.10)

in the derivation of which we have used

elkaj+N? = -elk(A°u m),NO, E aG°, (7.11)

as follows from (7.6)5.
The requirement L = 0 under the constraints (7.3) yield the following set of equations

and boundary conditions for the intermediate fields

B/o = eijkAk, eijkB j = 0, x G+;

T° 0, To = e I °I , F ¢ GO-

(7.12)
1

A p+ = constant (or B°+Ni = 0), TN° - B2 +Bo+Nj, e GO;

Bi?+ p OIoCi(x), IxlI - O.

For an isotropic, homogeneous, linearly elastic and non-magnetizable superconductor the
internal energy density U is given by

U + v) ( -2v (tr E)2 + tr (E2)). (7.13)

As done in the preceding section, we shall confine outselves here to conservative fields b+ ,
i.e. as in (6.9) we introduce a potential = (x), such that

b+ = ,, xE GO+ . (7.14)

In order that this solution is consistent with the constraints (7.6) '56, [ has to satisfy

AO = O, x G°+;

gg > = (Bjuij - Bijuj)Ni, x e G°; (7.15)

q1- 0 XI -+ 00.
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With (7.14) and (7.15) the integral over GO+ in (7.10) can be transformed into a surface
integral, as follows,

- I+ b '+b dV ° = / a dS = o0 (Bjuj - Bju,ij)NO dS. (7.16)

NOTE: We note that the potential ¢ is completely determined by (7.15) (this in contrast to
the potential ¢1 in Section 6 which still was free on the boundary aG). Hence, if we confine
ourselves to conservative b+ (i.e. to (7.14)), the potential must be solved from (7.14), and
there is no degree of freedom left or a determination by variation.

Confining ourselves to conservative b+, neglecting the influence of intermediate deformations
and using the I0-independent variables

'= B+/pI 0 , A = A°+/poI0, := T/poIo, '= O/po1o (7.17)

in the buckling equation J = 0, we obtain analogous to the preceding section the following
formula for the buckling value I (omitting the hats)

E = {J [ (Bju,j - Bi,ju) + BkBkjuiuj - eijmBmAj,klUkUI

+ 2Bk(eijku - eljkui)(Aj, mum) + BkBk(u jjui - ui,uj)]N. dSo

-GO- TjkUi,kujdVo} {1 .- V (I 2v ekkel + eklek) dVo} (7.18)

where the tensor eij is the same as defined in (6.17).

8. Discussion

In the preceding sections we have derived on the basis of a variational principle explicit
expressions for the magneto-elastic buckling value for two special cases, namely for a soft
ferromagnetic structure and for a superconductor. Although in our opinion these two cases
are from a practical point of view also the most important cases, we note that still other
applications are possible. For instance, if electrical fields do play a role, one has to supplement
the Lagrangian density L by electric fields, yielding (E is the electric field strength and
P the polarization)

L = lEo(E, E) - Po(H, H) + e(P, E) - cU. (8.1)

Moreover, with a few adjustments, the principle can also be applied to non-linearly magnetic
or to magnetically saturated media. Further possible extensions are to systems of several
bodies, to bodies with internal interfaces (singular surfaces) or to infinite, but periodically
supported bodies, such as rods, beams or plates.
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In this paper particularly the basic theory, resulting in the two expressions: (6.22) for B0,c
and (7.18) for Io,,, is presented. Specific applications to concrete systems will be given in a
forthcoming paper. Essentially this amounts to solving the problem for 4. In this forthcoming
paper, the buckling values will be calculated for systems of two parallel rods, both for the
case that the rods are soft ferromagnetic and placed in a uniform magnetic field, as well as

for the case of two superconducting rods with prescribed total current.
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